
If you need a specialist, I recommend my friends: 

BALLISTOL Animal: Care product for animals. 
Protection from the sun and from midges 
Impregnation spray 
Rust protection and weapon oil 
Rust protection and lubrication oil 
Fireplace and barbeque cleaner 
Defence spray 
Defence spray 
Wood and shaft oil/ wood protection 
Weapon care / barrel cleaner 

After-treatment for skin and scars 

Stichfrei: 
Pluvonin: Gunex 
2000: LISTA 
Garage Oil: 
Kamofix: Defenol 
CS: Pfeffer-KO: 
BALSIN: 
Robla Solo Mil: 
NEO-BALLISTOL 
Remedy Home: 
Wellness Oils: 

Relaxation and revitalisation 

Your specialist dealer: 

F.W. KLEVER GmbH • 84168 Aham 

Tel. +49(0)8744/96990 • Fax: +49(0)8744/969996 

www.ballistol.de • info@ballistol.de 

. ballistol .de 

Motorbike and vehicle 
maintenance, Free time 

It is even more comfortable to reach your dealer with a 
motorbike or car. Particularly when it's cold, look 
forward to when the lock isn't frozen up and the door 
isn't stuck to the seal. I can obviously only prevent this 
if I am already there before the frost is and am used 
after every clean. In the car, I can replace the cockpit 
spray wherever it's used, on the fascia, on plastic, 
leather, metal ... everything will gleam at you as soon 
as you get in the car. 

Dear horseriders, fans of the outdoors and everyone I 
haven't mentioned. Please forgive me for not referring 
to you. Of course there are many other situations in 
which I can be very helpful but there simply isn't 
enough time to write them all here. 

In the BALLISTOL story I take pleasure in explaining 
more about myself and my earlier adventures. Ask for 
me at your local dealer or in every chemist's shop 
(PZN 14 7 4094 ). 

Let me help you and gain a reliable friend . 

Angling, hunting or shooting 
sports 

Regardless of whether it's a fishing rod, reel, barrel, 
lock or a leather belt, everything can become clean 
and maintained again. Incidentally, my name comes 
from weaponry and was taken from the words 
ballistics and oleum (Latin for oil). I have always been 
a guarantee for clean weapons and accuracy. 
Copper, brass and other residues can all be easily 
removed from the barrel. 

It is particularly good to spray the weapon straight 
after the hunt and then take the time to socialise 
afterwards. Basic care can then also easily be found 
the next day, as I care for metal in exactly the same 
way as wood and leather. 

Do you know BALLISTOL and have had an almost 
unbelievable experience with it that is not yet in the 
BALLISTOL story? Then write to us and look forward 
to a free bottle of BALLISTOL spray! 

Of course we can only consider submissions which do not 
contravene any laws (e.g. law on medical products). 

Your helper in the house and in the garden 

https://www.ballistol-shop.de/Engineering-products/Impregnation-spray_B_S_42_61.html
https://www.ballistol-shop.de/Engineering-products/Fireplace-cleaner_B_S_42_249.html
https://www.ballistol-shop.de/Wood-care/Balsin-wood-care-oil_B_S_43_73.html
https://www.ballistol-shop.de/Robla-Solo-Mil_B-S_246.html



